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The first morning that he attempted to paint in the new style he found
numerous excuses to delay the moment when he stood in front of the canvas.
He decided to begin by copying one of the canvases that remained in his
possession. He reminded himself that this was the way painters had learned
to paint in specific styles in the past. He studied the painting and set to work.
• Diana Crane, The Visitor

Zoey Frank
Portfolio: Distil

The camera had been a feature of my childhood. Its appearance signaled
that this or that event was a special occasion and that the day needed to be
recorded in a more than casual way. This was the camera that recorded me
in my First Communion whites. The camera that took a picture of the four
Rogers children, all in their jammies, looking up at the Christmas stockings,
which became our family Christmas card in 1957.
• James Silas Rogers, Speed Graphic: November 2013
I wrote: A landscape, especially a body of water, is a benediction of the five
senses. And like a victim drowned in baptism, we must learn to survive all
the graces of the sensual world.
• David Athey, From Valhalla to My Father

Arthur Kvarnstrom
Portfolio: Winter

Albert Beam shrugged off
the last coil of disbelief. He
bowed to the universe and
extended his hand. Then he
began to dance. He waltzed
with the prairie, tangoed with
the wind, and fox-trotted with
the moon. He danced with all
the life remaining in his heart,
finding there at last a memory
of his wife. He held her close
and dipped her one last time,
his hand conforming to the
place on the small of her back
where their lives began.
• Michael Pikna, Albert Beam

Dave Clough
Portfolio: Kusuo Yasuda Residence
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Dave Clough

Susan Landor Keegin

Rockland, Maine
davecloughphotography.com
djclough@mac.com

Sausalito, California
susanlandor.com
susan@susanlandor.com

WRITERS

David Athey

Zoey Frank
Laguna Beach, California
zoeyfrank.com
zoey@zoeyfrank.com

has
published nearly two
hundred poems, essays,
stories and reviews in
journals such as The
Iowa Review, Harvard
Review,
California
Quarterly,
Wallace
Stevens Journal, and Notre Dame Magazine.
He is an associate professor of English at Palm
Beach Atlantic University.

Diana Crane

Arthur Kvarnstrom
New York City, New York
arthurkvarnstrom.com
arthur.kvarnstrom@gmail.com
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grew up in Canada, taught
sociology in the United States, and has published
several books of nonfiction on topics related to
fashion, the media, and the arts. She has been
the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and
twice the recipient of a Fulbright award. She
now lives in Paris where she writes fiction as
well as articles about fashion and the arts. She
also co-edits a fashion studies journal.

WRITERS

POETS

Michael Pikna is a psychotherapist in Aurora,

printmaking, photography, and installation.
Her artwork has been widely exhibited across
the United States. Poetry is a new creative
endeavor that seems to be engulfing her
creative life. Her poems have been published
in Underwaternewyork, Mobius: The Journal of
Social Change, and Eunoia Review.

Colorado. His short fiction has appeared in thieves
jargon, Bryant Literary Review, Furnace Review,
Puckerbrush Review, Rathalla Review, and others.
His short story, “Work Release,” is forthcoming in
Water~Stone Review.

• aileenbassis.com

James Silas Rogers
is the author of Northern
Orchards: Places Near
the Dead (North Star
Press, 2014), a mixedgenre collection on
cemeteries and sacred
space. His essays and
poems have appeared in a wide range of
journals, including New Letters and South
Dakota Review. His essays have on two
occasions been selected as a “notable essay
of the year” in Best American Essays. Rogers is
also the author of a book of poems, Sundogs
(2006); a poem from this collection was read
on Garrison Keillor’s Writer’s Almanac. Rogers
directs the Center for Irish Studies at the
University of St. Thomas in Minnesota.

POETS

Anthony Labriola’s
work has appeared in
The Canadian Forum,
PRISM international, Lo
Straniero,Vallum, Stone
Voices, Still Point Arts
Quarterly, and Passion:
Poetry. He studied at the
University of Toronto and holds a B.A. in English
and French, a B.Ed. in English and Dramatic
Arts, and an M.A. from the Graduate Centre for
the Study of Drama. His poetry collection, The
Rigged Universe, was published by Shanti Arts
Publishing (2013), and another collection, Sun
Dogs, was published by Vagabondage Press
(2014). He lives in Toronto and teaches Life
Writing at Seneca College.

• anthonylabriola5.wordpress.com

Aileen Bassis

was
born in New York City
and now lives across
the Hudson River in
Jersey City. She is a poet
and visual artist with a
long career as an artist
working in book arts,
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Art Gallery

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition—
Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep
Sea—is viewable in our online gallery and will
remain a featured exhibition through February
28, 2015. In this issue we feature images from this
exhibition, but there are many more to see online.
Honored artists for this exhibition are:

Louis Ebarb, Best in Show—Portfolio.
Ebarb is from New York and his featured portfolio
consists of three images that are magnificent
shown on page 5. View the others online.

Sheri Marcus, Best in Show—Single Image.
Marcus is from California, and her winning image
is Ascension. (p. 6)

Marko Susla, Best Photograph
Susla is from New Jersey and his winning image is

Entering Swimming Hole. (p. 7)

Gail Higginbotham, Blue Nest II.

presentations of the color blue. One image is

Roberta Dixon, Best Painting or Drawing.
Dixon is from New York and her winning image is Sea

Ellen Kalin, Best Mixed-Media Artwork.
Kalin is from Maryland and her winning image is

Treetops Sidelined. (p. 9)
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Carol McCord, White on Blue.

Spirals. (p. 8)

November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Louis Ebarb

Portlligat Dali Museum | oil on canvas | LouisEbarb.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Sheri Marcus

Ascension | iridescent encaustic on cradled panel | SheriMarcusArt.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph

Marko Susla

Entering Swimming Hole | photograph | susla.photoshelter.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Roberta Dixon

Sea Spirals | acrylic on canvas | art@rdixonart.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Mixed-Media Artwork

Ellen Kalin

Treetops Sidelined | acrylic, ink, and collage on canvas | ellenkalin.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Monica Devine | Ice Illusion | photograph | monicadevine.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Helen Chen | Dreams in Color Blue | oil on canvas
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Jannine Covelli(JaCo) | Seascape in Quarters: Blue Seas / Green Tree #2 | acrylic on canvas
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Gayane Karapetyan | Blue Glories of the Snow | acrylic on canvas | GayaArtStudio.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Gail Higginbotham | Ice Palace | acrylic | gailhigginbotham.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Isabelle Hope Grahm | Danube Delta Squared | acrylic on canvas | isabellehopegrahm.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Lee Clarke | Resonator | oil | leeclarke.ca
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Carol P. Kingsley | Microworld in Blue | acrylic on paper
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Judy Reinford | Ocean Park at Dawn | photograph | judyreinfordphotography.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Patrick Cicalo | Stackhouse | photograph | patrickcicalo.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Carol McCord | Blue Heron | photograph
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Leslie Parke | Insulation Board | oil on canvas
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Marie Dancy-Brennan | In the Deep | watercolor
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Mike Bell | Low Tide Beach Rhythms and Textures: Blue Series #3 | mixed media | mike--bell.artistwebsites.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Ana-Lia Washington | Thaw #5 | digital art | macrographia.com.au
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Candace Law | Cattails | cyanotype photogram | candacelaw.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Carel Schmidlkofer | Midnight Dream of the Tulips | photograph
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Susan Landor Keegin | October in Paris | oil on wood | susanlandor.com
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Sue Anne Hoyt | Moon River | oil on canvas | sueannehoyt.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Rob Ziegler | Blue Flamingo | acrylic
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Roy Money | Jiuzhaigou | inkjet print | roymoney.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Susan W, N. Ruach | Untitled Building #14 | photograph
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Maureen Zwier | Whale Mandala | digital art | mandalasbymaureen.com
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November 1, 2014 to February 28, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

G. W. Palmer | Cosmos | digital art
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Current Exhibition

Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Shiree Farmer | Whisper Before Life | mixed media
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Upcoming Exhibition
stillpointartgallery.com

Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to the distinctiveness
of their work. Honored artists are named as Gallery Artists for two years. Our current Gallery Artists are listed
below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing artists.

Claire Anderson, photographer, Florida  Leslie Anderson, painter, Maine  Bob Avakian,
photographer, Massachusetts  Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire  Felice
Boucher, photographer, Maine  Ekaterina Bykhovskaya, photographer, France  Maya
Chachava, painter and photographer, Washington  Dave Clough, photographer, Maine
 Constance Culpepper, painter, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania  Matthew Derezinski, mixed
media artist, Missouri  Gary Engle, photographer, Ohio  Irene Hill, photographer,
Florida  Susan Landor Keegin, painter, California  Arthur Kvarnstrom, Painter, New
York City  Deb McCarroll, painter, Washington  Laurie McCormick, photographer,
California  Jamie McHugh, photographer, Washington  Leyla Aysel Munteanu,
mixed media artist, Canada  Selena Nawrocki, mixed media artist, Georgia  Jane
Paradise, photographer, Massachusetts  Leslie Parke, painter, New York  Patricia
Raible, painter, North Carolina  Cheryl Rau, photographer, Maine  Judy Reinford,
photographer, Pennsylvania  Judith Rosenthal, ceramist, New Jersey  Lidia Kenig
Scher, mixed media artist, Massachusetts  Ashley Shellhause, painter, Ohio  Hadass
Shereshevsky, photographer, Israel  Julie A. Struck, mixed media artist, Indiana 
Bethany Rachelle Swanson, painter, Georgia  Nancy Teague, painter, Nebraska 
Anthony R. Whelihan, mixed media artist, Minnesota
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Speed G raphic : N ovember 2013
James Silas Rogers
Cameras like this one recorded the pandemonium when the shots
rang in Dealy Plaza; cameras like this recorded the anxiety and the
tension in the waiting rooms. Two days later, when a smirking Lee
Harvey Oswald walked through a room filled with reporters and
photographers holding Speed Graphics, it was a camera like this
that recorded him crumbling over after Jack Ruby’s shot.

O

ne drizzly Saturday afternoon I received an

I’ve been thinking a lot about photography, lately,

unexpected call from Dick Parker, a retired

no doubt because of the many commemorations

newsman whom I know slightly, chiefly through my

and commentaries about the fiftieth anniversary of

mother. As young widows together, his mother and

the Kennedy assassination. Dick called me in the

mine had been very close. At some point about

week of those observations. I was eleven years

thirty years ago, my mother—knowing that Dick

old in 1963 and spent most of that November

was not merely a camera buff but a collector and a

weekend at my grandmother’s, watching the

professional photojournalist—gave him my father’s

historic weekend on her boxy old TV. The events

Speed Graphic. Dick was calling on this November

in Dallas introduced dozens of images into our

afternoon to ask if I would like it back.

collective memory. Yet as I look back at them now,

I did, of course. It never occurred to me to

it strikes me that not all of those images are wholly

decline. The camera had been a feature of my

public. Many of them are, in a way, family pictures:

childhood. Its appearance signaled that this or

a panicked Jackie stretching out across the trunk

that event was a special occasion and that the

of the car; the young widow on the steps of the

day needed to be recorded in a more than casual

church; John-John saluting his dad’s coffin; and the

way. This was the camera that recorded me in my

consciously staged bridging of the public and the

First Communion whites. The camera that took

private parts of Jackie, standing beside LBJ as the

a picture of the four Rogers children, all in their

oath of office is administered just three hours after

jammies, looking up at the Christmas stockings,

she’d seen her husband murdered before her eyes.

which became our family Christmas card in 1957.
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It’s that intersection of the public and the private

that interests me. The Speed Graphic comes to

it. In that sense, even the family photo album

me out of a place where those edges abut.

exists between the centripetal pull of the family

Today, our personal history only rarely comes to

and the centrifugal attraction of public events.

us through the written word. Who keeps a diary

Photography is a telescope; it enlarges the world

anymore? Who has a stash of courtship letters?

when looked at through one end and makes it tiny

And who doesn’t have pictures of parents and

when looked at through the other.

grandparents or a clutter of snapshots that they

When the Venn diagram of the life of my

intend, someday, to organize? To a remarkable

father at work and the life of the man at home

extent, we create our sense of the past—including

occasionally overlapped, it would often be by

our own family history—through the medium of

way of the camera that Dick brought back. The

photography. In Family Snaps: The Meaning

truth is that many of my father’s things are of scant

of Domestic Photography, the editors goes so

interest to me. He was an ardent outdoorsman,

far as to say that “cameras and film have been

who loved hunting and fishing, but did not pass

developed with the family in mind.”

that love on to me. One consequence is that the

Maybe they were. In other ways, though, it

legacy objects that have come down to us—those

might also be that when something or someone is

items that can be held in the hand and that we

photographed, it moves out of the purely private

know were once held in his hands—often come to

realm, if only because now someone else can see

me freighted with a knowledge that they speak of
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James Silas Rogers

a world in which I had no part: his guns, his duck

career (1946–1974) thus coincided almost perfectly

decoys, his knicked-up “Lazy Ike” fishing plug.

with the golden age of the Speed Graphic.

The Speed Graphic comes, through this varied
succession of hands, out of a wholly different

It is a heavy, awkward contraption. Speed Graphics

part of his life—his life in the marketplace, his

can take only one picture at a time, between which

professional life. It was a life that defined him

they need to be reloaded with a 4 x 5-inch sheet

and a life that we (the four children growing up

of film. There were street photographers, like the

at home while he was at work) never really knew,

famous Weegee in New York, whose dexterity with

but which we kind of thought we could construct.

a Speed Graphic allowed them to snap images

And one of the clues given about that mysterious

with amazing speed. But that was not my dad.

world of work was the fact that my dad knew how

When he brought out the camera, we knew to sit

to use a camera like this one.

still to accommodate its demanding technology.

I am quite sure I know the provenance of the

He made pictures for much of his life. He

camera I now hold. My dad was the advertising

called himself an ad man—though the in-house

manager of First National Bank, the largest bank in St.

marketing department of a bank was a long way

Paul, Minnesota. The camera was a tool of his trade.

from the high-powered jockeying of television’s

He used it to take those grip-and-grin photographs

Mad Men—and we understood and were proud

in the house newsletter, The First Word, or to shoot

of the fact that he worked with reporters and

pictures of displays in the lobby— a show of antique

professional photographers. And he did in fact

clocks, an annual exhibition by the gladiolus growers

have a foot in the world of the newsmen he knew

association, Christmas trees from around the world.

from the paper. He knew their ways. He smoked

At some point in the early 1970s, the bank probably

like they did, drank vodka martinis in Gallivan’s

switched to the smaller double-lens reflex cameras

like they did, wore a brown topcoat like they did.

or the 35-millimeter models for its photographic

He also knew how to use a Speed Graphic.

needs, and my father would either have been given

I am an inept photographer, and when I

or allowed to purchase one. But my father, who

look at this complicated object, I am instantly

worked at the bank until his death in 1974 seemingly

overmatched. On YouTube, I found an instructional

ignored these changes. In fact, although the first

video on Speed Graphics, but after watching it, I

iteration of the Speed Graphic was manufactured in

understand less than I did before. I have never

1912, its last refinement was in 1947, and the camera

grasped the business of shutter speeds, focal

was kept in production until 1973. My father began

planes, and f-stops—the photographers’ arcana.

working at the bank in late 1946. The years of his

But my father did. He would set up for a picture
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Speed Graphic: November 2013

with an engineer’s competence and systematic

huge presses. I don’t think it’s an accident that the

method. He would instruct us in how we should

reporters’ labor organization is called the guild.

line up in front of the fireplace, then snap—the

The profession was a guild, with its traditions and

instant illuminated with the speed of light.

its own language. I was a child, and like all little

And then the Speed Graphic was disassembled

boys I magnified my dad’s importance. Today, I

and put away, nestled in the carrying case to be

realize that drinking with second-string newsmen

returned for safekeeping at the bank.

from a third-tier city paper is a long way removed

The heirloom camera came back to me with one

from the lobby of Parkland Hospital in November

package of film, with cautions to develop it before

of ‘63. But I also realize my father did, in fact,

November, 1959, and one bulb, which Dick had

move in a wider circle than our house and our

fitted into its socket. The flashbulbs, too, were little

neighborhood. He belonged to his time. My

worlds of their own. It always seemed to me that

father’s Speed Graphic reminds me that in some

there ought to be some use for spent bulbs, but I

microscopic way, he had a window on that guild.

never knew what it could be. I kept a collection of

Cameras like this one recorded the pandemonium

used bulbs, pretty much the definition of a pointless

when the shots rang in Dealy Plaza; cameras like

item, in a shoebox. I loved the crinkled material

this recorded the anxiety and the tension in the

inside them, how they looked like galaxy maps in

waiting rooms. Two days later, when a smirking

the astronomy books reduced to something smaller

Lee Harvey Oswald walked through a room filled

than a snow globe. After my father had taken his

with reporters and photographers holding Speed

photographs, the bulbs would be clouded with a

Graphics, it was a camera like this that recorded

blue-gray film, more mysterious than ever.

him crumbling over after Jack Ruby’s shot.

I think it was Hopkins who said that if you look

Someone said, when I told them Dick had given

at an object long enough, it will start to feel like it

me this camera, that it’s probably valuable as an

is looking back at you. The Speed Graphic looks

antique. That’s wrong. The antique stores traffic in

back at me from another era.

quaintness. They give us objects out of a past to

My father was a witness to a time and a witness

which the present condescends. Nothing genuine

in a way that I am not. He understood, or at

was ever quaint in its own day. The Speed Graphic

least we as children thought he understood, the

camera was a complex tool involving optics,

news industry: how reporters found a phone and

chemistry, and the brilliance of manufacturing

dictated their stories, how photographs were

engineers. When you hold it in your hands fifty

ripped from the AP wire services and somehow

years later, you still sense an aura of consequence.

turned into plates affixed to lead slugs for the

It witnessed a world. ●
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Arthur Kvarnstrom
Painter

For Arthur Kvarnstrom, art has been part of life for long as he
can remember, from grammar school through attending Dutchess
Community College in Poughkeepsie, New York. After a stint in
the Navy, he moved to Tucson, Arizona in 1968, a decision that
proved momentous. Kvarnstrom returned to college, studying with
Douglas Denniston, Bruce McGrew, and Joseph O’Sickey. He soon
completed a B.F.A. at the University of Arizona and an M.F.A. at Kent
State University. He then returned to New York, where he has been
ever since.
Kvarnstrom’s early work was based on direct observation. That
has not changed. What has changed is his intent. During his student
years and for some time following, his objective was to draw or
paint what he saw as accurately as possible. In the last several
years, Kvarnstrom’s intent has evolved to focus on marks, abstract
shapes, and rhythms. Painting has become more about organizing
space than about description. In this context, color has assumed the
function of transmitting light and defining space. Kvarnstrom thinks
of his painting as looking backward to the tradition while looking
forward to contemporary abstraction.
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Winter

Winter # 49, 2011. 10 x 7 inches
(25.4 x 17.7 cm). Oil.

Painting on site offers a set of experiences completely different from studio painting. Being
outside, immersed in the sights, sounds, and smells that are an inevitable part of the environment,
provides sensory input not available in the studio. I like to think that these ephemeral and peripheral
experiences somehow become part of the final work and are subsequently communicated in the
work of art.
Working directly from nature encourages freedom from formula and directness, and fosters a
reliance on intuition. The fugitive landscape forces me to work quickly and simply in order to realize
the proper relationships among shapes, colors, and forms.
Most of the work of simplifying is an inherent part of the winter landscape. There is a stark, bare
aspect to the scene. Winter light is clear and bright with long shadows cast from the sun low in
the sky. The presence of snow creates sharp, dramatic contrasts of light and dark. The totality
produces a haunting mood of silence and peace that I find deeply spiritual.
Direct observation allows me to explore these feelings, translating them into relationships of
paint, colors, shapes, and forms — the elements of painting. The choices I make around these
elements are completely individual since we all perceive the world somewhat differently. The result
communicates my personal experience and inner vision. This is a communication impossible to
accomplish in any other way.
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Winter # 26, 2009. 5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter # 12, 2010. 5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil.

Winter

Winter # 7, 2010. 7 x 5 inches (17.7 x 12.7 cm). Oil.
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Red Roof, 2011. 10 x 7 inches (25.4 x 17.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter

Winter # 4, 2010. 7 x 5 inches (17.7 x 12.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter # 15, 2010. 5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil.

Winter # 33, 2009. 5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter

Winter # 48, 2012. 7 x 10 inches (17.7 x 25.4 cm). Oil.

Winter # 42, 2010. 5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter # 41, 2010. 7 x 5 inches (17.7 x 12.7 cm). Oil.
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Winter

Winter # 44, 2012. 7 x 5 inches (17.7 x 12.7 cm). Oil.
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Pure Water
Aileen Bassis

I’d rather work twenty-four hours a day in my
studio and come in here and fall down on the
bed than do anything I know.
It’s like pure water; it’s living.
~ Louise Nevelson Dawns & Dusks:
Conversations with Diana MacKown
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art, creation
like water
like pure water
running
rivers
filled with everything
possible
and I know
that feeling of the pure
river running
and carrying
and taking me
and the current
pushing with
undeniable strength
of pure water that
my fingers can’t
hold and it can lift
me or pull me under
until gasping gulps of
pure water fill my body
because the power is in
this river
to make or
say
do something
to see it done
formed
shaped and complete

or if not complete
at least to tell a story
or open a door
or put the frame of art
around all these possibilities living
here
in hours and beds
and the world
outside
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Diana C rane
paintings by Susan Landor Keegin

At first, they talked about
neighborhoods in New
York. Rachel hadn’t lived
in New York for a while
and was surprised at
how much the city had
changed in a few years.
Sid had grown up in the
Bronx and, as an adult,
had always lived in or
around Manhattan. He
knew Manhattan inside
out. Eventually, they
began to talk about his
life in the city. She asked
how he started to paint.

Under Rothko’s Spell, 2013. 4 x 4 inches (10.1 x 10.1 cm). Oil on wood.
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W

hen Sid heard her voice on the interphone,

“I was just finishing up for the day,” he told her.

he didn’t recognize the name, but when

“May I watch?” she asked eagerly. “I’d love to see

she said she was a collector, he buzzed her in. He

you at work. It would help me to understand what

waited for her to emerge from the huge, creaking,

you’re doing.”

former freight elevator that opened onto his loft

Flattered, in spite of the fact that he considered

apartment, somewhat annoyed by the interruption

her opinion of his work worthless, he led her into

during the last half hour of what he considered his

the area of the loft that he used as his studio. His

prime time for working on his canvases. He had sent

current canvas was very large. It almost covered a

his assistant, Jeff, out to walk his three thoroughbred

partition that separated the studio from the living

dogs. It was after five, and the phone was less likely

area of the loft. It was a complicated work with a

to ring. He had immersed himself in contemplation

great many different images and colors in a variety

of his latest canvas, which had been giving him some

of styles. He had completed it several months

trouble. He needed to rethink the composition.

ago, but since then had been redoing parts of it.

The woman who stepped off the elevator was

After each new version, he thought the painting

younger and more attractive than he had expected.

was finally finished, only to discover a few weeks

Early forties, possibly, with light brown hair and

later that certain details struck him as being trite

pale complexion, elegantly but simply dressed in

and had to be redone once again. The problem,

black trousers and black jacket, with a black and

he told himself, was that now young painters were

white silk scarf around her neck. They shook hands,

introducing all sorts of very poorly crafted images

but he recalled afterwards that she had identified

into painting. Technical proficiency counted for

herself downstairs only by her first name—Rachel.

nothing anymore. Aesthetic standards were in flux.

“Who sent you?” he asked right away. She

It was hard to resist pernicious influences from

mentioned the name of one of his galleries with

paintings that were being indiscriminately praised

which he had not been in contact for several

and shown in galleries all over the city.

months. He was pleased that Hank was taking an

Now, the two of them stood in front of the canvas.

interest in his work again. Sales were good and his

Rachel studied it carefully.

prices were steady, but it didn’t pay to let oneself

“It’s beautiful,” she said.

become over-confident and complacent. The

Beauty was not the effect Sid was aiming for,

market was always volatile. Success could vanish as

although he had been categorized by certain

suddenly as it had appeared.

critics, particularly at the beginning of his career, as

“Did I interrupt your work?” she asked politely. “I
don’t want to disturb you.”

an “easy” painter, one whose work was decorative
rather than challenging. His later canvases were by
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no means ugly. He despised the ugliness of much of

and clothing stores. As he listened to the voice of

the current work he saw in galleries. Philosophical,

his tax accountant at the other end of the receiver,

not aesthetic statements. But he did not consider

he debated whether to plead another engagement

his present work decorative, although some critics

and get rid of her or to invite her for a drink. He

tried to claim he had never quite lived up to the

had divorced his wife several years before and had

potential they had seen in his early work.

recently ended another relationship. Rachel was

He tried to explain to his visitor what he was

not really his type, but perhaps her enthusiasm for

actually attempting to do in the painting but, as

collecting was inspired by an inclination to have an

he listened to his explanation, he caught himself

affair. Female collectors were often more interested

constructing several different interpretations that

in the artist than the art.

were inconsistent with one another. Rachel listened
raptly and did not appear to detect the flaws in his

“How about a drink?” he suggested as he hung
up the phone.

aesthetic analysis. He walked her around the studio,

She seemed pleased by the invitation, and they

which was functional and decorated only with his

moved back to the living area of the loft. What he

own canvases, either finished or in progress. There

referred to as his living room was furnished with a

was no fancy furniture. No examples of work by

large, black leather sofa and two large, black leather

other artists that had some special significance

chairs arranged around a huge, rectangular glass

for him. No personal mementoes. He viewed his

coffee table. He brought glasses of white wine and

work as a job, a means of earning a living. He

eased his somewhat too heavy frame into one of

didn’t romanticize it as some of his artist-friends

the chairs. Sitting at one end of the sofa, Rachel

did. He tried to say a few inspiring words about

seemed engulfed by black leather.

each canvas as they passed by. He knew he had to

At first, they talked about neighborhoods in New

create an aura around each piece in order to sell it.

York. Rachel hadn’t lived in New York for a while and

His visitor studied each canvas carefully but did not

was surprised at how much the city had changed in

seem to develop an affinity for any one in particular

a few years. Sid had grown up in the Bronx and, as

as experienced collectors usually did. He assumed

an adult, had always lived in or around Manhattan.

she knew the prices he was getting for his current

He knew Manhattan inside out. Eventually, they

work and that she could afford them. Otherwise he

began to talk about his life in the city. She asked

was wasting his time with her.

how he started to paint.

The phone rang, and while he answered it she

This was a typical question that collectors tended

gravitated to one of the windows and looked out

to ask. It came from a notion that choosing an

at the busy street lined with galleries, book shops,

artistic career had to be the result of something out
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in the style of his teachers, showing in group
exhibitions, and selling the occasional canvas. He
denied himself the normal comforts of middle-class
life and lived in abominable tenements, excessively
hot in summer and cold in winter. He gave drawing
lessons to bored teenagers, sold souvenirs on the
streets, and waited on tables. One evening, he was
so desperate for cash that he tried to sell some of
his canvases to passersby on the street. Soon after,
he was unable to renew the lease on the studio
he rented in the East Village. Through a friend, he
heard of a cheaper place in the neighborhood that
had just been vacated by another artist. He sold
Still Standing, 2013. 10 x 10 inches
(25.4 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.

some of his clothes and belongings to raise money
for the lease and moved in. To his astonishment,
dozens of canvases lined the walls. More canvases

of the ordinary. He told her his standard story of

were stacked in closets. Abandoned. There was no

how he started painting, the same story that had

forwarding address. Hurriedly, he cleared the main

appeared in magazine articles and art journals and

room of the unwanted canvases, planning to get

in publicity materials prepared by his gallery: he

rid of them later.

began to draw as a child; he always liked building

The windows of the apartment faced a dismal,

and making things; he went to art school; afterward

gray, brick wall that gave him the feeling of being

he struggled to make a living in New York while

enclosed in a cell. He tried to start new canvases

painting in the style of successful artists of the

but was too depressed to continue. Instead, he

decade; rather abruptly, in his late thirties, he

roamed the streets to be in contact with faces,

decided to try something that looked completely

voices, and activity. One evening, in the apartment,

different, something that challenged the zeitgeist;

bored with the painting he had finally started, he

at first his work was not understood, even reviled;

began to look at a few of the canvases left behind

he persevered; and eventually, he won a following

by his predecessor. Unlike his own work, they were

of critics and collectors.

bursting with bright colors and intricate designs

The true story, which he had never told anyone, was

that were never quite geometric. They radiated

more complicated. He worked for years, painting

an energy that extinguished his incipient canvas.
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When he attempted to continue his own work,

His attitude changed one day when his dealer

motifs from the other artist’s paintings invaded

informed him that he would not be included in

his brain and insinuated their way onto his canvas.

an upcoming group show of emerging painters

Turning the intruding canvases toward the wall did

because none of his canvases had sold during the

not diminish their impact.

previous year.

At first, he disliked them intensely. He considered

“I have to use my very limited wall space to the

them facile, ethnic, Third World. They lacked the

utmost advantage,” the dealer told him. “Rents

cold, clear logic of advanced Western abstract art.

are sky-high in this neighborhood. I have to show

Their insidiousness annoyed him. He compared it

artists whose work has a chance of selling. Besides,”

to the cloying effects of a soap opera or a popular

he added sarcastically, “you’re a bit too old to be

tune.

considered emerging.”
Sid had been furious. It was the dealer’s fault if he
didn’t make any effort to find suitable collectors for
his work. There were people out there who were
ready to buy the kind of work he did. He took back
his canvases and put together a group of paintings
to show to other dealers. They were polite but
unenthusiastic.
In his tiny apartment, he contemplated his
canvases with mounting despair. He needed
cash immediately for rent and food. A temporary
solution to his dilemma finally occurred to him. He
placed a dozen of the abandoned canvases along
one wall of the studio and began to look at them
systematically. He selected two that looked as
if they might appeal to people who didn’t know
much about art. The paintings were signed with
an illegible black squiggle in the lower right-hand
corner. Carefully, he took a brush and transformed
the squiggle into his own signature. Then he took
Mother, Son, and Modigliani, 2013. 6 x 8 inches
(15.2 x 20.3 cm). Oil on wood.
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out the phone book and methodically went through
the listing of galleries in the city. Finally, he chose a
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gallery that he remembered having noticed on one
of his lengthy walks in the neighborhood.

“So what have you brought me?” she asked.
He showed her the canvases. She looked at them

Unlike the white, pristine, sparsely stocked

for what seemed to him an unexpectedly long time.

galleries he usually frequented, the shop was

He began to wonder if she was going to turn him

crammed with canvases of varying sizes and styles,

down. She took one of the canvases into the main

with prints and lithographs, and with pieces of

room and set it against a wall. She stepped back

sculpture. A very pretty, smiling assistant directed

to study it.

him to the dealer’s office. Middle-aged, elegantly
dressed and extravagantly bejeweled, the owner
of the gallery resembled a rich businessman’s wife
who might have started an art gallery because

“Alicia,” she called to her pretty assistant. “Take
a look at this.”
Alicia smiled when she saw the canvas. “It’s
warm,” she said.

she was bored with decorating apartments in the

Back in her office, Miriam told Sid she would

city and houses in vacation resorts. Her desk was

show both canvases to a couple of collectors she

covered with papers, catalogues, and art books

knew.

in no apparent order. More books and catalogues

“Collectors drive art styles today,” she said.

were stacked on the floor, along with canvases,

“Critics don’t have anything like the clout they used

prints, and sculptures. She greeted Sid with the
warm smile and outstretched hand of someone
accustomed to dealing with the public.
“I’m Miriam Kaplan,” she said.

to have. Now it’s all rich collectors.”
A week later, she called to tell him that both
canvases had been sold. She wanted to give
him a show. How much work did he have? When

Sid relaxed. It wouldn’t be too difficult to convince

could he be ready? Sid interrupted work on one

her. He told her a few details about his career and

of his own canvases and for a time looked at all

how he had recently concluded that the art market

the abandoned paintings. There were about fifty

was ready for drastic changes. He had sensed for

canvases altogether. As he examined them more

several months that an aesthetic revolution was

closely, he began to distinguish different currents

in the making. It was time to jettison current fads.

in the work. Some paintings were fierce and almost

Personally, he had been experimenting with color.

violent; others were gentle and more sensuous. A

Color, pleasure, and sensuousness in art had been

few were serene. He chose twelve for Miriam to

taboo for a long time. He was trying to bring these

exhibit, picking a few of each type. Whenever he

qualities back into contemporary painting. Miriam

tried to imagine the artist who had painted them,

listened attentively, her large gray eyes fixed on his

the image of a bearded, venerable guru always

face.

floated into his mind. Someone who looked entirely
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different from the artists he knew in New York who

Occasionally, he ran into artists he knew in the

were often indistinguishable in appearance and

neighborhood. To his surprise, they were generally

clothing from middle-class men at leisure.

unaware of his new work. There were so many

The show Miriam organized was a success.

galleries in the area exhibiting so many different

The opening was crammed with middle-aged

styles and types of art that it was easier to pay

businessmen and their wives, most of whom

attention only to paintings in the styles they were

looked as prosperous and overdressed as Miriam.

working in themselves. Only one artist, who had

The underdressed, intellectual types that could

been a very close friend when they were in art

be counted upon to appear at the openings Sid

school together, confronted him.

usually attended had evidently abstained. This

“What’s this schmaltz you’ve been turning out?”

bothered Sid because they were the ones who

Dave wanted to know as they drank beer in a

were likely to write reviews in art journals, favorable

neighborhood bar.

or unfavorable. Instead, articles about the show

Caught off guard, Sid wasn’t sure if he wanted to

appeared in suburban newspapers and weekly

defend his new work to his friend or make excuses

magazines. There was even a short television clip.

for it. He heard himself speaking, as if he believed

Journalists spoke of his work in respectful tones,

it, about the need to rethink everything we have

not with the usual derisory attitude they reserved

done in the past, to move on to new and untried

for the avant-garde.

territory.

When the show was over, all the paintings

“But this isn’t untried territory,” his friend

had been sold. Sid began to receive dinner and

exclaimed. “This is regression to techniques and

weekend invitations from collectors who lived on

ideas that were discredited in the past.”

Long Island or in expensive suburbs in New Jersey.

They argued for a while. Sid knew he lacked

They asked his advice about where to hang his

conviction. His friend seemed puzzled. They parted

paintings and how to decorate the rooms in which

with a vague understanding that Sid would visit

they were placed. He had never been asked such

the other man’s studio to look at his new work. He

questions before. He had nothing to say to these

could not invite his friend to his own studio.

people, but he found that did not matter. They

A year later, Miriam organized a second show

expressed enormous interest in his background

of his work for which she demanded twenty new

as an artist but mainly talked about themselves

canvases. She had already sold additional canvases

and how they had become successful. He listened

since his last show, and there was now a waiting list

patiently, enjoying their whiskey, wine, and gourmet

for his work. If he gave her twenty canvases, there

food.

would be only a few left. He dreaded the necessity
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of creating new canvases in the same style. He was

skillful touches that were consistent with his new

not sure he was capable of producing canvases that

persona. But he kept the old apartment. He could

would be as effective as the ones he was imitating.

not bring himself to let it go.

He felt nervous and disgusted with himself at the
same time.

Tentatively, he tried painting in the new style. For
quite a while, he did nothing in his old style. He

He was now much more prosperous. At the

had been too busy moving, shopping, and talking

beginning, he had feared that Miriam was

to journalists and collectors. The role of a successful

overpricing the paintings, but her strategy worked.

artist had distracted him from the role of a working

Collectors who paid high prices for them were

artist.

convinced they were worth it. He moved to the

The first morning that he attempted to paint

loft in Soho, where he had partitions put up to

in the new style he found numerous excuses to

create a large studio and other rooms. He bought

delay the moment when he stood in front of the

new furniture and created a comfortable, modern

canvas. He decided to begin by copying one of

setting for himself while, at the same time, including

the canvases that remained in his possession. He
reminded himself that this was the way
painters had learned to paint in specific
styles in the past. He studied the
painting and set to work. A few hours
later he had produced an acceptable
rendition but the bright colors he had
used appeared dull on the canvas. He
again carefully examined the original.
The colors were the same but much
more vibrant. The canvas seemed to
glow from within. How had that effect
been created? He labored for several
weeks, trying to discover a technique
that would produce a similar effect.
Then he turned to the daunting task
of creating new canvases. How could
he create canvases that would appear

Mondrian Man, 2009. 10 x 10 inches (25.4 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.

to belong to the same series but would
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he often discovered brushstrokes or daubs of color
that he did not recall having seen before.
When he showed Miriam half a dozen canvases
he had created in the new style, she looked at them
with a vaguely worried expression.
“Is something wrong?” he asked, trying to sound
casual. Inwardly, he panicked.
“You’ve been working too hard lately,” she said.
“You need a rest. Go to Florida or Ibiza. Some place
warm and exotic. Alicia will make reservations for
you.”
“You don’t like these new paintings,” he
suggested.
“Of course, I like them, Sid,” she replied. “I love
everything you do. But this group of canvases
doesn’t seem to have quite the same impact as the
others. I can’t explain it very well. The emotional
aura isn’t quite the same.”
He knew she was right. His paintings used similar
colors and motifs, but they lacked the forcefulness,
Admiring Matisse, 2009. 9 x 12 inches
(22.8 x 30.4 cm). Oil on canvas.

the conviction of the others. But instead of agreeing
with her, he said, “Of course these paintings aren’t
exactly like the others. My style has to evolve and

not be identical to the earlier canvases? He tried

develop. It would be boring to do the same thing

taking motifs from different canvases and repeating

over and over again.”

them in a new canvas. The effect seemed forced

“I understand that, Sid,” she countered. “But the

rather than spontaneous. But he told himself he

new works need to have a certain zest, a punch that

was too close to the work; he knew the canvases

appeals to collectors.”

too well. Yet, there were times when he felt that

After this meeting with Miriam, he was depressed

he did not know the original canvases well enough,

and frightened. Everything that had fallen into his

even though he had studied them many times.

lap in the past year might disappear. He worked

Returning to a particular canvas to check a detail,

frantically. He talked to shopkeepers who sold
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paints to artists about new products that created

painting expressed the way men perceive the

new and different effects. Some of them improved

world. Even women working in these styles were

the appearance of his canvases but he was not able

unable to express their feminine identities. They

to duplicate the radiance of the original canvases.

needed to find a way to express their perceptions

A few weeks later, Miriam called him with great

of color and space that was not contaminated by

news. A leading art journal was planning to publish

influences from masculine painting. She saw in

an article on his work. The critic wanted to meet

some of Sid’s paintings glimmers of a feminine

him. When he put down the phone, he told himself

artistic psychology.

that it was a breakthrough. He was on the verge
of serious recognition. He would escape from the

“But I’m a man,” Sid said, puzzled and not entirely
flattered.

ghetto of collectors nobody in the world of serious

She explained that men as well as women

art had heard of. Regardless of how profitable it

were capable of expressing feminine perceptions

was, Miriam’s circle was a parallel world; he wanted

through visual imagery. Visual imagery was either

to belong to the real thing. He forgot about his

masculine or feminine. A few women had achieved

despair at not being able to match the paintings

artistic success in the past using masculine

that had led to his prosperity. Once he had achieved

visual imagery. She spoke quietly, rapidly, and

a solid reputation, he could do what he liked.

authoritatively. He listened patiently but said little.

When he arrived at the gallery for his appointment
with the critic, Miriam introduced him to a woman,

He was relieved that she did not ask him questions
about his aesthetic sources or his techniques.

tall, not pretty, but rather striking in appearance.

Her article was published as a two-page spread

Sid had never heard of her, but Miriam, who had

in a major art journal, illustrated with reproductions

checked her background carefully, told him that

of several of his paintings. The text focused on his

she had published several articles and was working

paintings and not on her theories. Afterward, more

on a book on the crisis of contemporary painting.

people visited Miriam’s gallery to ask about his

He asked himself if there was some significance in

work. Miriam raised his prices. Art students, mainly

the fact that the first critic to take an interest in his

women, contacted him and wanted to talk to

work was a woman. Did the paintings somehow

him. Other artists who thought they were working

speak to the feminine side of human nature?

along similar lines got in touch with him. Miriam

He took the woman to a coffee shop nearby

organized a group show entitled “The Feminine

where they discussed the present and future

Eye.” There was more publicity, particularly in what

of contemporary art. She was a feminist and

Sid considered respectable art media.

convinced that most contemporary styles of

He ceased trying to imitate the paintings
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that had brought him success and spent hours

As he finished expounding to his unexpected

in libraries looking at reproductions of designs

visitor his views on the masculine and feminine

created by craftspeople, often women, in Third

elements in art, Sid realized that he had no idea

World countries. He juxtaposed motifs from

what her views were. She seemed easy to read, but

different countries and different time periods. He

she wasn’t. She didn’t seem to be as well heeled

experimented with shades of color and used many

as the collectors he was accustomed to meeting.

different colors in each of his canvases.

Could she afford his work?

Miriam disliked the new work and claimed that

“But tell me about yourself,” he said, as he refilled

the collectors she dealt with didn’t like it either.

her wine glass. It might be amusing to get to know

They didn’t understand it. Too ethnic but at the

her although he suspected that, after a while, he

same time artificial. But some female critics praised

would find her boring. She seemed to be one of

this new direction in his work and wrote articles

those women who have no identity of their own but

about it. He changed galleries, and his work began

live in the shadow of some man’s ego.

to be shown in the kind of white, empty spaces he

“At one time I wanted very much to be an artist,”

had originally coveted. His friend Dave came to

she said. “I studied with several teachers in New

one of his openings and proclaimed his new work

York but I didn’t find their work exciting. Finally, I

“intriguing.”
Over the years, he changed galleries several times.

found a teacher in California who had an approach
that I could empathize with.”

He married one of the art students who admired his

“Who was he?” Sid asked.

work. After a few years, she divorced him because

“I’m sure you’ve never heard of her. She doesn’t

of his relationship with another art student that, in

like publicity.”

turn, ended bitterly because she was involved

“So your teacher was a woman. Most women who

with someone else. Subsequently, he contented

teach art are teaching kids. Was she connected

himself with a series of relationships that were never

with an art school?”

formalized and frequently short-lived. His dogs

“No, she gave private lessons.”

became the stable element in his existence.

“Where was she from?”

His later work was moderately successful but the

“She was from India. Eventually, I came back here.

prices of the paintings he had ‘acquired’ steadily

I’m from New York, and this seemed like the place

rose. He regretted not having kept any of them

to be if I was going to become a painter.”

as an investment, but he had been so anxious for

“So what happened?” Sid asked.

money at the time that he had been delighted to

“I did a lot of work, but I didn’t know any other

let them go.
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Room after Room, 2009. 24 x 12 inches (60.9 x 30.5 cm). Oil on canvas.

from that of other painters. So it was difficult to

“No, but I didn’t eat properly and I hardly slept

communicate with people. Galleries didn’t want

because I was working so intensively. I spent all my

to look at my work. And I wasn’t good at selling

time in a tiny apartment. Suddenly, I became very

myself.”

depressed. For months, I had been very excited

“A lot of the time it’s a matter of luck,” Sid said.

about my work and I thought it was very beautiful.

“At first, it didn’t matter because I was very

But then one day I took out all the canvases I had

involved with what I was doing. I was painting

done and looked at them one by one. I decided

twelve to fifteen hours a day. Images seemed to

they were worthless.”

emerge from my subconscious without any effort

“So what did you do?” Sid asked.

on my part. And they would flow from my fingers

“I abandoned the paintings in the apartment

onto the canvases.”

and went back to California. I was afraid if I stayed

As she spoke, her face became radiant with the

there any longer I would lose my mind. I haven’t

pleasure of recollecting such a meaningful period

painted since. For a long time, I didn’t even look at

of her life. She was more attractive than Sid had

paintings in galleries or museums.”`

realized at first.
“Then, after a while, your inspiration dried up,”
Sid suggested.

“What did you do in California?”
“I was married for a while. Now I’m a journalist,
and recently, I started doing some photography. I
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Black and White, 2009. 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm). Oil on canvas.

published a book of photographs last year. I like

dilemma flickered through Sid’s brain. She couldn’t

photography because it is grounded in reality. It’s

prove the paintings were hers, but if she tried, it

not abstract.”

would destroy his reputation. He might give her

“I’d like to see your book.”
She finished a second glass of wine and lit a
cigarette.

part of what he had earned in sales. She hadn’t
been able to sell those paintings, but he had, so
his share was like a commission. He had always

“Recently, I’ve begun to have more self-confidence.

wondered if one day he would encounter the artist

Publishing the book changed my image of myself.

who had produced the paintings. He had often

I started looking at paintings again. Going to

rehearsed the strategy he would take.

galleries and museums and reading art journals.”
She paused and looked at him directly. “I now
realize what happened to my paintings.”

Now he said, “What paintings?”
“The paintings that made your reputation.”
“They’re not your paintings,” he stated firmly.

The huge, high-ceilinged space was totally silent.

“You know they’re not your paintings. You’ve never

In the distance, there were sounds of cars, trucks,

been able to paint anything like them. You’ve done

and muffled voices in the street. Solutions to his

imitations, but they don’t look like the real thing.”
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“You can’t prove they’re your paintings,” he
insisted.
“Yes, I can. A dealer I know in Los Angeles has
one of them. We had an X-ray analysis done of the
signature. My signature is underneath yours.”
“That’s nonsense,” he said. “I exhibited those
paintings. I sold them. My dealer knows me as the
artist. My collectors know me as the artist. They are
my paintings.”

male artists, but they were always ready to argue
that men were treating them unfairly. This woman
had appeared to be self-effacing.
He rang for the elevator.
“I’m sorry to have disappointed you,” he said
sarcastically.
“You’ll hear from me again,” she replied as she
stepped into the elevator.
A few days later, Miriam called him. He hadn’t

“But you didn’t paint them.”

spoken to her in several years. She had been hurt

“No one would believe that I didn’t. You haven’t

and disappointed when he had left her gallery. She

painted anything for years. You just told me that.”

had seemed to feel in some way responsible for his

She stared at him incredulously. He continued.

success and had been upset by his disloyalty. At

“You have no way of establishing a connection

the time, he had dismissed her attitude as being

to those paintings. You have no reputation as an

completely unjustified. He didn’t owe her anything.

artist.”

Artists changed galleries all the time, particularly

“You mean because I’m not part of the ‘system’ I
have no rights to my artistic property?”
“I don’t believe you. No one would believe you.”
“I have a witness,” she said. “I’ll take you to court.”
“It would cost you a lot of money, and you
wouldn’t win.”
“It’s worth it to me. It’s a matter of principle.”

early in their careers. Now he greeted her warmly
and told her he had been meaning to get in touch
with her.
Miriam’s tone was distraught.
“A woman has just come to see me who claims
you stole her work. Is this story true?”
“Of course not,” he told her. “She’s an impostor.”

She stood up and slipped on her coat. She looked

“If your collectors ever heard about this, it would

around briefly at the elegant loft space, extending

ruin my reputation as well as yours,” she threatened.

away from the area where they had been sitting.

That thought hadn’t occurred to him.

Then she moved toward the elevator. Sid followed

“Everything is going to be fine,” he assured her.

her. He looked at her closely to try to figure out

For several weeks, he did not hear from Rachel.

why he had misjudged her. She didn’t look like

He considered leaving the country for a while but

women artists he had known in New York. Most of

decided that would just postpone the confrontation

them had a tenacious, belligerent air. In his opinion,

between the two of them. His painting suffered.

their work generally followed in grooves laid out by

He started several new canvases and rapidly
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abandoned them. His assistant was puzzled. He
wanted to know if Sid was deliberately changing
the way he worked. Sid told him he was developing
a new approach.
“It always takes time,” he said. “Lots of
experiments that don’t work out.”
In fact, he was fiddling with his work, waiting for
the inevitable phone call. Instead, he received a
letter, stating that he was being sued for damages
for inappropriate use of another person’s artistic
property. The amount being sought was one
million dollars. He contacted his lawyer. They met
in his sleek, pastel-toned office with a view over
downtown Manhattan.
“This type of accusation would be hard to prove,”
he said. “What sort of relationship have you had
with this woman? Is she a former girl friend?”
“Not at all.”
“A former assistant in your studio?”
“No. I met her once when she came to look at my

Passing Through, 2009. 9 x 12 inches
(22.8 x 30.4 cm). Oil on canvas.

work. That’s all.”
“Then why is she picking on you?”

about the affair. He kept reviewing the history of

“She’s crazy. She imagines she painted some of

the paintings. Although he told himself it would be

my canvases ten or fifteen years ago when she was

difficult for her to prove a case against him, he knew

living in New York.”

that juries could be unpredictable and vindictive.

“She has some story that you both lived at the
same address.”
“That doesn’t mean she painted my pictures.”

He fired his assistant, preferring to be alone in his
studio. At night, he was often unable to sleep, and
in the early hours of the morning, he paced up and

At meetings with his lawyer and later with Miriam,

down the loft, illuminated only by lamps from the

Sid put up a façade of insouciance. He feigned

street. He started taking long walks at night, as he

ignorance of Rachel’s accusations and cast doubt

had done years before.

on her sanity. At home, he seldom stopped thinking
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word about the case was spreading to other people

decades. Most of the painters whose work Lanham

he knew in the art business. He worried that his

had purchased had not developed reputations,

new dealer and collectors of his recent work would

although Sid recognized the names of quite a

hear about it. He stopped calling his friends.

few. Many of the canvases depicted New York

One evening, he received a call from one of

cityscapes, often curiously empty and desolate for

Miriam’s collectors. Sid had known Henry Lanham

such a crowded city. Others showed landscapes,

for years. Lanham had been one of the first people

mainly on the east coast.

to purchase the canvases Sid had taken to Miriam.

In the center of one wall was one of Sid’s

He owned several and had also purchased a

abandoned canvases, glowing with its unmistakable

couple of Sid’s later works. He had an exceptionally

radiance. It was still a powerful painting. Sid

large collection of contemporary art, including a

shuddered when he saw it. He had forgotten how

number of canvases by artists who were working

those paintings had actually looked. He forced

along lines pioneered by Sid. He spent a great deal

himself to examine it closely but, as before, he was

of his time visiting artists’ studios and discovering

unable to decipher the technique that had been

new art galleries. Now he had an urgent matter he

used to create such a luminous effect.

needed to discuss with Sid. They agreed to meet at
Lanham’s home the following evening.

As he turned away, he realized that Lanham was
standing behind him. Lanham was a businessman

Lanham lived in a brownstone in the east sixties.

in his mid-sixties, expensively suited, with a bold

The walls were crammed with canvases in a medley

tie. Sid had always suspected him of admiring art

of styles and in no apparent order. In some rooms,

but not artists, about whom he tended to make

there were additional canvases, propped against

snide or derogatory remarks. What he seemed

walls, waiting to be hung. When Sid arrived,

to hold against artists was the fact that they were

Lanham was talking on his phone. He showed

not good businessmen. He saw them as being

Sid into the living room and continued his phone

incapable of managing their own affairs. He had

conversation in the entrance. Sid loathed visiting

an even poorer opinion of dealers; they cheated

Lanham because it meant looking at his collection.

artists and collectors alike. Whenever possible, he

Lanham liked to buy the works of artists before

preferred to deal with artists directly.

they became successful, hoping to find a few artists
whose works would greatly appreciate in value. His

Now he said, “Admiring your own work, I see.
That one still looks very good.”

walls were a testament to his unimaginative taste

Sid wondered if this was a veiled reference to

and to the numerous stylistic currents that had

later paintings Sid had done that Lanham liked less.

rippled through the art market during the past two

What did he want from him?
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Lanham offered him a drink, which he accepted

Lanham had hung the paintings he had done later.

out of politeness. He needed a clear head to

Were they in a closet somewhere? He longed to

negotiate with Lanham. He sat down gingerly on

leave. He felt trapped in an unpleasant situation.

an expensively upholstered sofa. Restless and full

“Can you still paint like that?” Lanham asked,

of energy, Lanham paced up and down with his

turning abruptly and staring him in the eye. Sid had

glass in hand.

the impression Lanham was trying to challenge him

“What sort of work have you been doing lately?”

in some way. What had he heard? Had Miriam told

he asked. This was the question Sid had dreaded.

him about Rachel’s visit? In the past, Miriam would

He improvised. He talked about moving in new

have had more sense than to do something like

directions that were still too poorly defined to be

that. She would have kept to herself any doubts

described clearly in words. In a couple of months, he

she might have had about paintings she had sold.

expected to have something to show. He recalled

“I haven’t tried,” Sid replied. “My work since then

that it had been several years since Lanham had

has taken me in different directions. I never go back

bought one of his canvases.

to a previous style. You have to keep doing new

“I keep up with the work you exhibit,” Lanham
said. “I follow all my artists. When I buy a work, I
make a commitment to the artist. I continue to buy
the work, provided it appeals to me.”

things to attract new collectors and to stay in touch
with new trends. You know that.”
Lanham sat down in an armchair next to the sofa.
“I have eight paintings from that early period of

“You have a superb collection,” Sid told him.

yours,” he said. “They’re the most valuable paintings

“No, it’s not superb. It’s idiosyncratic. If I’d wanted

of yours I own. I used to have them all hanging on

a first-rate collection, I would only have bought

one wall in this room, but it was too overwhelming.

superstars. But superstars bore me. I prefer to

They distracted guests from other topics of

experiment with newcomers. Sometimes I’ve

conversation. They always ended up arguing about

picked winners, and sometimes I haven’t.”

those paintings. Now I have some of them hung in

He stood still for a few moments with his back to
Sid and appeared to be reassessing the paintings
in the room.

different rooms. A few of them are in storage.”
He got up to pour himself another drink, offering
one to Sid who refused. When he sat down again,

“Like that early painting of yours.” He gestured

he said, “The other day I had a visit from a woman

toward the painting in the middle of the wall

who says she painted those paintings. That you

facing Sid.

simply found them, painted your signature over

“One of the first ones you sold. That was a winner!”
“Beginner’s luck,” Sid said. He wondered where
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“Her story is nonsense. It’s a product of her
imagination. She’s obviously unstable.”

“I’m inclined to believe her story.”
The image of Lanham protecting a wronged artist

“She seems pretty sane to me,” Lanham

didn’t ring true. Sid tried to imagine his real motives.

commented. “Apparently she intends to take you

Obviously he was seeking to protect his investment.

to court.”

Questions about the origin of the paintings could

“She can’t prove a damn thing,” Sid said, trying to
control the level of irritation in his voice.

make them impossible to sell. But a lawsuit would
attract publicity that would focus attention on the

“But she could destroy your reputation and

paintings and on a new, wronged artist. If she won,

possibly the value of the paintings just by bringing

she would acquire a reputation and her paintings

a lawsuit.”

would be interesting in a new way. Critics and

“I don’t think she has the financial means to
undertake an expensive court case.”

journalists would write about her. If she lost, the
value of Lanham’s investment would be protected.

“Suppose someone financed her?”

“She can’t prove anything,” Sid insisted.

“But that’s not likely to happen. What person in

“Lawsuits rely on witnesses who may or may not

his right mind would do that?”
“Suppose I backed her.”
Sid was stunned, but he tried to keep calm.
“Why would you want to do that?”

be telling the truth. What’s important for me is a
different kind of proof. Whether either of you can
still paint a picture like those.”
Lanham walked across the room and stood
directly in front of Rachel’s painting. He
studied it for a minute or two. Then
he turned to Sid and said, “I’ll make a
deal with you. If you can paint a picture
comparable to that one, I’ll withdraw
my offer to back her lawsuit.”
“What about Rachel? She could find
someone else to back her.”
“I doubt it. But I’m making the same
offer to her. If she can do another
painting like that, I’ll back her. And we’ll
use the two paintings in the court case.”
“But who will decide whether the

In Rothko’s Room, 2009. 8 x 6 inches (20.3 x 15.2 cm). Oil on canvas.

paintings are similar to the original
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him if he lost. His only hope was that
Rachel would be unable to emulate her
early work. She had told him that she
hadn’t painted for years. He at least had
the advantage that he had maintained
and even perfected his technical skills.
He might even succeed as a mature
artist in creating a canvas that matched
those mysterious paintings. He might at
last earn the right to claim the paintings
on the basis of his artistic skills. His
self-confidence surged. The two men
Mother and Child Meet Bischoff and Park, 2009.
16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.4 cm). Oil on canvas.

agreed on a deadline for completion
of the paintings to be followed by a
meeting in Lanham’s apartment. Sid

paintings? Any evaluation of an artwork is
exceedingly subjective. If the person making the
decision is biased in her favor, I’d lose out.”

had a month to complete the canvas.
The next morning in his studio, Sid felt much
less confident. It was a cloudless summer day. In

“In my opinion, the decision will be obvious.

spite of the high ceilings in the loft, the heat was

Those paintings are so unusual, so exceptional.

becoming oppressive. Rachel’s painting in Lanham’s

But I’ve thought of that. Miriam Kaplan and I will

apartment spun like a second sun in his head. He

decide, but if we don’t agree, I’ll offer them for sale

found himself attempting to reproduce it, but he

at auction. The experts at the auction house will

knew he should create a painting that was similar

decide which of the paintings has greater value.”

but not identical. That had been the problem the

“And then what?”

first time he had tried to imitate the paintings

“If her picture is better than yours, we go to court.”

years before. The paintings were so powerful that

Sid felt cornered. He knew there was no point

it was difficult to imagine others in the same vein.

in arguing with Lanham. Once Lanham had made

He experimented with dozens of possibilities and

a decision, he was unlikely to change it. Sid had

discarded all of them.

no choice other than to accept the curious Faustian

At the end of the first day, he was exhausted and

bargain that Lanham offered him. A court case

had accomplished nothing. He took the dogs for

could be devastating for his career and would ruin

a walk and attempted to control his emotions. As
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he passed galleries, he examined the paintings

his new work. He looked again at the canvases

displayed in the windows. None of them had the

he had been working on before he had made the

qualities he was attempting to reproduce. That

agreement with Lanham. He had now lost sight

night he slept poorly and dreamt of huge murals,

of what he had been trying to accomplish. Those

pulsating with swirling colors.

canvases had a faded, static quality similar to the

In the morning, he realized that his dream

canvases he had just completed.

had captured an important element in Rachel’s

At the last minute before he set off for the

paintings—their sense of movement. The colors

appointment with Lanham, Sid selected one of the

appeared to vibrate. He thought of creating an

canvases, although he was not convinced it was any

enormous mural like the murals in his dream but

better than the others. He considered not showing

decided it would take more time than was available.

up but decided that would create an even worse

He felt as if his brain was a void in which scattered

impression. He put on his best suit, eschewing

motifs and images floated like dead leaves.

the down-at-the-heels bohemian look that artists

Nothing cohered.

are supposed to assume. Successful artists looked

The days seemed abnormally long as he
struggled with boredom and frustration.
Then, one Monday he was startled to realize
that the deadline was at the end of the week. He

prosperous these days and lived well. He intended
to give the impression of being in that category
even if he had been unable to complete Lanham’s
assignment to his satisfaction.

had completed several canvases, none of which

As he entered Lanham’s living room, he saw

satisfied him, but he intended to keep trying until

Miriam. He had not seen her for several years. She

his time was up. He wondered how Rachel was

looked tired and considerably older than when he

faring. Was she struggling as he was or had she

had first met her. He had heard rumors that her

already accomplished her goal?

business was not doing well. The fad for the style

On the day he had agreed to meet Lanham, he
spent the afternoon lining up the canvases he had

of paintings she sold had evidently passed. He
wondered if she was planning to close her gallery.

completed and studying them one by one. He was

She greeted him coolly. Perhaps she blamed

allowed to take only one. In a few of the canvases,

him for some of her problems. Lanham was full of

he had caught certain aspects of Rachel’s paintings

enthusiasm. He shook Sid’s hand vigorously and

but not all. The selection was difficult because he

poured him a drink. He was smoking a cigar and

was not really satisfied with any of them. He felt

offered one to Sid. As he seated himself on the

as if he had wasted the entire month. He hadn’t

sofa, Sid noticed that Lanham had rearranged the

discovered Rachel’s secret, and he had neglected

paintings on the opposite wall. Now it held only
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his eight paintings by Rachel, which were arranged

on the sofa, her appearance altered by makeup

in rows with a space in the middle, apparently

and a long, stylish dress. A young man, whom Sid

awaiting two new canvases.

assumed to be Philipson, was presenting his views

“Where’s Rachel?” Sid asked.

about the aesthetics underlying new directions in

“She’ll be down shortly,” Lanham asked.

the contemporary art scene. Miriam was watching

So it seemed that Rachel was living with Lanham.

and appeared to be listening intently, although Sid

Sid told himself he was an idiot for not having

suspected she was not. Lanham was sitting on the

suspected that kind of connection between them

sofa next to Rachel, still with a drink and a cigar in

during his previous meeting with Lanham. Of

hand, his legs outstretched on the coffee table.

course, he should have known that Lanham would

Sid shook hands with Philipson and nodded to the

not be objective in his evaluation of the paintings.

others. When he turned toward the wall of paintings,

But Lanham informed him that he had invited a

he saw that two canvases had been added. One

third person to join them—a young critic who was

was his own and the other, presumably, was Rachel’s.

not aware of the situation. Philipson would give

He was astonished to see that Rachel’s painting was

his opinion of the quality of the two new paintings

no better than his. Neither painting could compete

in comparison with the original set of paintings,

with the extraordinary radiance and vibrancy of the

without knowing who had painted them. Sid had

original series. Next to those paintings, her canvas,

read his articles in art journals but had never met

like his, seemed drab and lifeless.

him. He had the arrogance of a young man at

Philipson, wine glass in hand, continued to talk

the beginning of his career who believes he can

about art and creativity, the subject apparently of a

achieve what older men in his field had failed to

book he had been working on for a couple of years.

accomplish.

When he finally left, Lanham turned to Sid.

“What I suggest,” Lanham said to Sid, “is that you

“I guess you know the verdict,” he said. “You both

leave us and come back in a couple of hours. The

lose. So there will be no more paintings like the first

three of us will have our discussion and we’ll give

ones.”

you our verdict when you come back.”

Of the two of them, Rachel had the most to lose

Sid finished his drink rapidly and left. He went

because she had never benefited from her work

to a nearby bar and had more drinks. He was

in the first place. She said nothing but appeared

depressed and wished the evening were already

downcast. Miriam was obviously relieved and a bit

over. When he returned to the house, a Hispanic

drunk. She laughed too loudly and made a feeble

butler opened the door for him. From the entrance,

joke. She had never had a sense of humor.

he heard voices in the living room. Rachel was sitting
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Blue Stripe, 2009. 8 x 8 inches (20.3 x 20.3 cm). Oil on canvas.

That fall, Sid stopped painting and became a

of an elaborate ruse concocted by Lanham. What

teacher. He moved to a small college in a small

had Lanham actually been up to? Who had really

town in New England where he was admired as

done the paintings?

an important artist and continued to dress like an
inhabitant of Soho. He sold the loft and lived on
his investments and his modest salary.

Miriam closed her gallery and continued to sell
canvases from her home.
Philipson published a book about art and

Later, he learned from Miriam that Rachel had

creativity that attracted a lot of attention in art

married Lanham. Sid was never able to decide if

circles. Creativity in art, he argued, is the product

she had really been the artist who had painted the

of a particular moment in time, not of talent or

canvases or if she had been sent to see him as part

training, but of circumstance. ●
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Zoey Frank was born in Boulder, Colorado in 1987. She
completed four years of classical atelier training under
Juliette Aristides at Gage Academy of Art in Seattle and
received her M.F.A. from Laguna College of Art and Design.
Frank has received numerous honors and awards, including
an Elizabeth Greenshields Grant, Artist’s Magazine All
Media Art Competition Grand Prize of 2012, the Hudson
River Fellowship in 2012, and scholarships from the Stacy
Foundation, the Albert Murray Foundation, the Art Renewal
Center, and Seattle CoArts. Her work has been featured in
“Lessons in Classical Drawing” by Juliette Aristides, Fine Art

Connoisseur, International Artist Magazine, Nashville
Arts Magazine, and Artist’s Magazine. She is represented
by galleries in Nashville, Tennessee, and Thomaston, Maine,
and currently works from her studio in the bay area region of
California.
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Vigil, 2013. 54 x 48 inches
(137.1 x 121.9 cm). Oil on linen.

This body of work was executed in the two years following my atelier training. The influence of that
course of study is strongly present in the way I approached and composed these images. The
paintings are studies of how light falls across form to reveal volume, and they explore the nuances
that are possible within a neutral color palette. I worked primarily from direct observation and
tried to capture the changes I observed in my subjects over time. In some of these paintings, I
began to explore personal life experiences through allegory. The figures stand in for the particular
feelings that arose out of particular circumstances, but I tried to strip away the non-essential,
editing down until the essence of the experience remained. The results are dream-like images of
figures in landscapes. A centered subject anchors these compositions, and the landscape works
with the figure to create quiet, still moments.
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White Jacket, 2011. 22 x 30 inches (55.8 x 76.2 cm). Oil on linen.

White Shirt, 2012. 24 x 34 inches (60.9 x 86.3 cm). Oil on linen.
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White Dress, 2013. 22 x 39 inches (55.8 x 99.0 cm). Oil on panel.
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Sail, 2012.
72 x 54 inches (182.8 x 137.1 cm).
Oil on linen.

Zoey Frank

Song, 2011. 36 x 72 inches (91.4 x 182.8 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Emma, 2013. 30 x 36 inches (76.2 x 91.4 cm). Oil on linen.

Homesteader, 2011. 16 x 18 inches (40.6 x 45.7 cm). Oil on linen.
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Shim’s Kitchen, 2013. 10 x 8 inches (25.4 x 20.3 cm). Oil on mylar.
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Tel Aviv Apartment, 2013. 16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.4 cm). Oil on mylar.

Setting, 2010. 20 x 10 inches (50.8 x 25.4 cm). Oil on linen.
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The Image of the Image
Anthony Labriola

[From The Toilet of Venus (The Rokeby Venus) by Diego Velázquez (1599-1660)]
Even the hand-held mirror is jealous of her painted face.
Viewed from the rear, the nude seems indifferent
to the slash marks on her back; accepts them
as the attacker’s caresses and what she wanted to wound—
the body that withstands time’s shocks, unchanging;
the still point, unmoving, placid, forever in its stillness.
With an axe, the protester hacks deep into the image.
In the naked art of reflection, seven slashes
gash the brush-stroked flesh. Observing the scarred canvas,
our arousal lingers in the need to touch the wounds.
Jealousy in the act of clawing the painting’s skin
is mirrored in the outside world: in seeing the desecration
of erotic images, for the figure found in the mirror
is the victim of painted jealousy,
jealous of her own wounded image.

In 1914, a suffragette, Mary Richardson, attacked the Velázquez painting,
slashing it with an axe in protest at the arrest of Emmeline Pankhurst,
political activist and leader of the British suffragette movement.
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A lbert B eam
Michael Pikna

A large photograph above the
fireplace mantle caught his eye.
In it, a much younger version
of the woman upstairs was
being dipped by a dashing
young man in a formal tuxedo.
It took him a moment to realize
that the man in the photograph
was him. He tried to summon
up what it felt like to have the
small of her back cradled in
his hand, those laughing eyes
directed at him. The memory
would not come, but he saw
in their faces that something
wonderful had begun.

A

n autumn wind whispered through the poorly caulked window of Albert Beam’s bedroom and woke
him. He rubbed the sleep out of his eyes and saw stars dance in his vision. With enough squinting, the

numbers on his alarm clock came into focus: three in the morning. He turned his head the other way and

looked at the woman sleeping next to him. He was fairly sure she was his wife, but he couldn’t remember
her name. All that came was an image of her making grilled cheese sandwiches for him. His memory was a
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wicked thing, coming and going, teasing him.

feel a tenderness for her he couldn’t explain.

He went into the bathroom, relieved his

He made his way downstairs without turning

bladder, and then stood very still and listened.

on the lights, navigating by moonlight. A large

Through the open window, he heard the dry

photograph above the fireplace mantle caught his

leaves chattering in the wind. He couldn’t make

eye. In it, a much younger version of the woman

out what they were saying, but he had a feeling

upstairs was being dipped by a dashing young

it was important. Something he’d forgotten,

man in a formal tuxedo. It took him a moment to

surely. He did not know how many memories

realize that the man in the photograph was him.

had escaped him, but he suspected it was a lot.

He tried to summon up what it felt like to have

Sometimes he racked his brain for a memory,

the small of her back cradled in his hand, those

only to find that it was not in his head at all, but

laughing eyes directed at him. The memory would

hiding in the fresh cut grass, or in a peanut butter

not come, but he saw in their faces that something

sandwich, or in the grain of the oak bookcase in

wonderful had begun.

the study. Never in the obvious places. He might

In the kitchen he paused and looked around.

study the faces in a photo, his fingers floating

His eyes lit on a purse on the table. He upended it

above the images, and still someone would have

and then berated himself for the noise. He could

to tell him: that’s your daughter. And that’s your

make no sense of the objects that spilled across

grandson. You remember. As if such a thing could

the table, except for a wallet.

be commanded.

By the sink, where the light was better, he

No, the memories were not in his head—that

opened it and looked at the driver’s license, but

much was obvious. So, where did they go? And if

he couldn’t read the print. He grabbed a pair

he could not find them, how could he attest to his

of eyeglasses lying on the counter and fumbled

own existence? He looked in the bathroom mirror

them on. The name meant nothing to him, but

to verify his presence and was unconvinced by the

that couldn’t be. If she was his wife, then he had

spectral form peering back at him.

to have uttered her name thousands of times over

In the bedroom, he slipped on his moccasins

the years. Could his memory of her be perched on

and his robe and stood by his wife, watching her

his tongue, just waiting for his lungs to breathe life

breathe. She had to be his wife, or why else would

into it, to give it resonance?

she be in bed with him? Had he loved her? Had

“Margaret, Margaret, Margaret…” he tried.

he told her so? He reached out to touch her hair,

Through the kitchen and down the hallway, he said

grasp a recollection in his hand, but he stopped

her name, over and over, until it became a thread

himself, not wanting to wake her. So strange to

of meaningless syllables with no beginning and no
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end: “. . .garetmargaretmargaretmargaretmar . . . .” Out the front
door and onto the stoop, the thread became thinner and thinner,
the sounds coming out of his mouth more foreign to his ear. He
stumbled as he stepped down onto the walk, lost his focus for a
moment, and the thread snapped and floated off on the breeze.
“Margaret?” he said.

He had a moment’s hesitation before the leaves, whipped up by
the wind, applauded his arrival in the front yard. The night wrapped
him in a friendly embrace and the wind careened about his head,
ruffling his hair and breathing an invitation in his ear. He smiled his
acceptance and started walking down the street, the sidewalk lit by
touchy motion detector lights. Annoyed by the fanfare, he walked
down the center of the street instead, his path illuminated by the
full moon hanging like a party light in the night sky. He walked
without a destination in mind, yet he had the distinct feeling
he was going somewhere. The street led him and, at the street
corners, the breeze suggested a direction. In this way, he was
blown steadily east, toward the edge of the housing development,
trailed by a buoyant moon on one side and the untied, unlooped
belt of his robe on the other. The air was brisk, but soon enough
his body warmed itself.
He tried to remember what it was he’d been struggling to hold
onto before he left the house, but it was gone. He could recall only
the sadness of its departure. He consoled himself with the pleasure
of walking on a clear night, with the way his heart and lungs took
up the task with such facility, the occasional flare of pain in his hip
a reminiscence of sorts.
Before long, he was at the very end of the development, standing
on an unnamed and unfinished street. A hyphenation of suburb
and prairie sloped gently up toward the sky. He walked where the
street took him, finally coming out onto the grass of the prairie as
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Albert Beam

if emerging from a deep slumber. He took a few steps, then a few
more, treading lightly. The more he walked, the more welcome he
felt, and soon the development was far behind him. Direction was
now irrelevant; whichever way he turned there was just more prairie.
He stopped and looked up. The beauty of the night sky was
almost unbearable. All those stars, all that light. And what was light
if not memory, moving farther and farther away from its source,
returning only upon reflection. Everything he had seen and done
and felt—the proof of a life lived—hurtling toward perception at
the speed of light. He hadn’t lost his memory so much as he’d
been outdistanced by it.
He had to catch up.
Maybe that’s what the wind and the leaves had been trying to tell
him: it was time to go. Time to forget what was possible and what
wasn’t. The wind patted him encouragingly on the back and gave
him a gentle push. The prairie grass waved him on. And for the
first time since his memories left him in solitude, he felt as if he was
a part of everything around him. He surrendered to the moment,
allowing the air to breathe him, the earth to stand him up, and the
cold light of the stars to consider him.
Albert Beam shrugged off the last coil of disbelief. He bowed to
the universe and extended his hand. Then he began to dance. He
waltzed with the prairie, tangoed with the wind, and fox-trotted
with the moon. He danced with all the life remaining in his heart,
finding there at last a memory of his wife. He held her close and
dipped her one last time, his hand conforming to the place on the
small of her back where their lives began. He whirled her toward the
soft corona in the east, his body moving with a fluency of motion
that defied words. It spoke a language unfamiliar with longing and
doubt. His steps became thoughts, his thoughts became light, and
in that moment, when his name reclaimed him and he shot over the
horizon to dance with the Pleiades, he remembered everything. ●
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Dave Clough
Photographer

Dave Clough was born, raised, and educated in Maine and currently lives in the seaside town of
Rockland, Maine. He has had a life-long fascination with photography and images that tell stories. It is
this fascination that propels him to capture a visual narrative in all his assignments.
Clough’s passion lies in photographing architecture—exteriors, interiors, and all that the built
environment encompasses. He also enjoys photographing food and live music performances. The
discipline of seeing light and shadow is the connecting and integral link among these photographic
interests.
Clough credits Maine Media Workshops in Rockport, Maine as being an invaluable part of his
development as an artist. He finds inspiration in the chiaroscuro work of the Renaissance masters as
well as through other artistic creative expressions, including cinema and jazz.
Clough’s work has been published in the Japan National Trust’s 2010 Guidebook for the Yasuda

House and MaineBiz’s 2012 Maine, A Portrait of the Pine Tree State. His photographs are featured
in Tilbury House Publishers book, Maine Coastal Cottages (2014).
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The Former

Kusuo Yasuda Residence
A Japan National Trust Property

I spent close to ten years living in Japan in the 1980s and 1990s, but it was not until my visit there in
2010 that I truly learned to appreciate the beauty and flawlessness of Japanese architecture. As an
architectural photographer, I am always interested in and fascinated by unique structures. It was a
privilege to photograph the Former Kusuo Yasuda Residence, located in the residential area of Sendagi
in the Bunkyo Ward of Tokyo. It is now a Japan National Trust property.
Completed in 1919, the home is a testament to the exact and precise standards of Japanese
craftsmanship. There is detail in every nook and cranny of the home, and nothing but the finest materials
were used in its meticulously planned construction.
Visiting the Yasuda Residence was a transformative experience, and I was fortunate to be given
the opportunity to photograph it. Shooting in ambient light, it was not without its challenges, but the
rewards of balancing the shadows and light as they enveloped the home were tremendous.
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F rom V alhalla
David Athey

to

M y F ather

I’d been at war with words for long enough to know that the only resort is surrender. Even with
a meticulous writing schedule, giving specific hours to the craft, the pursuit of the sublime is
usually a realization that one cannot capture it. One can merely work hard enough to be in a
position to give up. The paradox of the artistic life is like the paradox of all life, including the
way of suffering and healing: we do as much as we can while knowing that God is doing it all.

A

shroud of low clouds hung over the Minnesota

of the north. The Minnesota landscape had taught

“Chain of Lakes” while I drove along a linked

me to write poetry, and while the myth of Valhalla

shoreline in a red Fusion, slowly approaching the

offered a heavenly hall for epic warriors, I was

gate to Valhalla Resort. I’d been away from the

uninspired, vacationing in a shady hut, barely able

state for three years, avoiding the familial symbols

to make prose.
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The cause of my malady was my father’s passing.

appear like saints and angels to intercede for us

My father was a hunter and gatherer, a teacher,

and whisper the needed poems when the art of

and an old-school football coach. When he died

faith is weak.

of medications and hospitals, he took the world

At the entrance to the resort, the shroud of

of poetry with him. Down in Florida, not far from

clouds that had seemed permanent was ripped

the Everglades where I worked as an educator, my

by falling sunshine that also seemed to rise like

mind sloshed around in grief, and my body literally

resurrection. I was traveling light with only some

went numb like the neuropathic legs of my father.

books and casual wear, and at the office, I paid

He’d been so strong. In fact, Strength could have

cash (Valhalla accepts no credit) for the key to my

been his middle name. However, the old warrior

solitude. The man in the office was named Jim,

had gone from a slight limp to a sudden numbness,

the same name as my brother, and all signs were

ending up in a wheelchair in the nursing home in

signaling some kind of healing. I was hesitant to

Moose Lake. While he was there—and I was stuck

leave the car and accept a pause in the journey.

in Florida—I began losing feeling in my feet and

Solitude always requires epic, inner battles, and

went for forced marches among the palm trees

yet I gathered my belongings and meandered

to prove that I was still alive. In ninety-degree

through the shade trees to my hut.

temperatures, I never broke a sweat. I was sick with

“This looks nice,” I whispered, while a warm wind

blood-tied sympathy, and my health worsened

stirred up a gregarious garden, the golden tiger

with each passing, sunny day. For some people,

lilies shaking their manes in the breeze.

hellish suffering inspires a frenzy of creative activity,

In the real Valhalla (as real as any myth), the dead

poems flying out like singed creatures resurrecting

warriors gathered to prepare for the final battle. The

into art. My suffering had no wings, only weight,

heroes, while feasting and boasting and making

the tropical clouds gravitating down into swamp.

merry, had more work to do. They were required to

And fifteen-hundred miles away, a seizure took my

flex some spiritual muscle and vanquish evil. They

father, his brain flooding with too much light, and

were called to prove themselves the strongest in

his lungs flooded with the grace that eventually

the cosmos.

kills us all.

How much of a warrior was I? The sign on my

Valhalla Resort, in the heart of Minnesota, was

hut said Cozy. I went inside, hoping for something

a hundred miles from my father’s grave, just close

austere, like a hermit’s haven, with floor-to-ceiling

enough to hear the echo of his heartbeat. In the

pine, conducive to solemn contemplation and the

red Fusion, I tried to recall how the northland

mystic arts. “Oh, crap.” The floor was carpeted,

was my homeland and how the woods and lakes

the walls were painted beige, and a large TV
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demanded the focus of the eyes. A home away from

beneath the interstate overpass, turn away from all

home is what most vacationers want, something

signs of escape, and hike back home.

like Cozy Cottage, but I wanted a retreat from the
typical, an otherness that would feel more like a

Cozy didn’t seem well named in a resort called

wilderness . . . and also home.

Valhalla. And the lake was named Darling. What

So why had I chosen Valhalla in the heart of

sort of Minnesota humor was this?

Minnesota? Why didn’t I venture into the deeper

Cozy.

north and brave a more dangerous solitude?

Darling.

I could have buried my heart in the boundary

With dead warriors.

waters and howled my grief with the wolves. So

The mixing of metaphors usually leads to poetic

why hadn’t I traveled further away from all human

death. How was I supposed to connect with the

contact?

sublime and reconnect with my father and faith if

Because I love human contact.

the feel of the place was cutesy? Even the trees

While nature is the first book of scripture, and

around the hut were sweet, sugar maples. And the

the wild offers hints of the divine, it is human

tongues in the wind were the incarnations of nice:

beings that are made in the image of the Creator.

Minnesotans voicing their oh yahs, you betchas,

The howling wolves have gifts to help us, but their

and oh geezes.

poetry can only offer limited healing.
“The table down by the lake is a good place for
writing,” Jim called out, waving a friendly hand.
“It’s all yours.”

I wanted to shout out the window, “My father is
dead! Do you understand what that means?”
In silence, I went for a walk down by the lake.
Darling is one link in the Chain of Lakes, the many
waters connected by channels that enable boaters

My father was a walking warrior, even in bitter

to explore, fish, or recreate all day. Connected to

winter, and his route always began toward the

Darling were Le Homme Dieu and Victoria, among

north, his pace anxious as if trying to shake off the

others, and the sounds of motor boats and jet skis

chains of this world. He’d leave the town limits as

skimmed like earthly happiness across the bright

if never to return, striding over the bridge above

blue surfaces.

the river and around the bend that was bordered

At the writing table, in the shade, I contemplated

by the spires of evergreens. My father seemed to

the scene, trying to force my meditation to become

be in a battle to the creative death—his loneliness

less of a touristy reflection and more of a sacred

making a long poem—with every line ending with

entrance into the heart of grief. I wanted to wallow.

an ellipsis . . . and then he’d suddenly stop walking

I wanted to drown in tears. And yet the waves
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From Valhalla to My Father

of Darling were gentle compared to the Atlantic

making a sort of poem that told of a brave quest,

breakers of Florida, and the partakers of recreation

death, devotion to Mary, and retreat.

in Darling went on living beyond Valhalla, their
laughter calling, and blessing.

8 Goths and 22 Norwegians on a journey
of exploration from Vinland very far west. We

I wrote: A landscape, especially a body of water,

had camp by 2 rocky islands one day’s journey

is a benediction of the five senses. And like a victim

north from this stone. We were out fishing

drowned in baptism, we must learn to survive all

one day. After we came home we found 10

the graces of the sensual world.

men red with blood and dead. Ave Maria

“Come on in,” a voice shouted to the shore.
“Come on in!”

save us from evil. Have 10 men by the sea to
look after our ships 14 days journey from this
island. Year 1362.

The first time I phoned my father in the nursing

I doubt its authenticity, yet I revel in the possibility

home, he could not speak. It wasn’t because of a

that the Kensington Rune Stone is a real artifact

stroke. The phone relayed the frantic silence of his

of the evolution of America, carved long before

panic attack. This was the same man who had won

the arrival of the Spanish. The Vikings, who had

dozens of sports trophies, a man who grace under

been Christian since the beginning of the second

pressure. And now he could not speak, while I

millennium, might have consecrated Minnesota to

repeated, “Hello? Hello? Dad, are you there?

a new Mystery.

Dad? Are you there?”
The nurse had to take over the phone, telling me,
“Give him some time. Call back later.”

Valhalla had a brochure about the fourteenth

I wrote in my blue notebook:
The medieval liturgy, wings of resurrection
above the fatherland, the Latin poetry in the
prosaic wind, whispering over awakening
lakes . . . and graves . . .

century.
In that ancient time, King Magnus of Norway

After dinner, I sat outside Cozy Cottage and tried

and Sweden sent an expedition to Vinland (North

to interpret the runes of nature. Silvery minnows

America). It is suspected that those explorers may

carved the water with light, darting in sudden

have journeyed beyond all the known settlements,

directions, making symbols that would not last

with both clergy and crusaders leading the way.

for centuries, but for one contemplative moment.

According to the story, they sailed into the region

Above, a visitation of ghostly wings carved through

that is now the Chain of Lakes. A rune stone was

granite-blue sky, a gull making his mark and then

discovered on a local farm, the carved symbols

disappearing into the cumulous horizon. And near
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the shore, a dapple of lily pads rose and fell in

to their bedroom tombs,

waves of light, sparks carving across the surface

Uncle Ned, in his red-hooded parka,

of the lake and suddenly snuffing out, and then

fired up the Ski-doo

sparking again, the runes bright and wild with a

and swung the twelve-horse chariot

meaning I would never know on this side of Valhalla.

around drifts and piles of winter

My father had warned me about lily pads. When

all the way to the Church of Saint Minnow
which is what

I was a child, he tried to teach me to fish, “so you

he called his ice-fishing house.

can eat for a lifetime.” But I was beyond hope of

God, how Ned loved to auger

that old saying. Instead, my motto seemed to be:

the old-fashioned way, one turn

“Teach me to fish, and I’ll tangle the line.” And

at a time,

despite our neighborhood lake having a good

down through blue ice into black water.

supply of alluring walleye, I was crazy for sunfish. I

And then, kneeling in slush,

loved how they surfaced among the fiery lily pads,

he would lower his line

and how the roots of the lilies went down in tangles

with a dappled minnow leading the way,

of green cords like electricity in water. Sunfish,

wide-eyed with hope

lily pads, and dangerous tangles. Now that was

and suffering into the depths.

fishing for me! And my poor father—how many
hooks did he try to remove from the underwater

Riding the runes of Lake Darling were jet skiers,

runes? All that patience, and impatience, and love,

their wakes erasing all other messages. If God

and frustration, and catch, and release—how can it

was trying to speak through the natural signs

all be interpreted?

and wonders of the water, the words were buried
beneath human activity.

Ten years ago, I wrote a poem about my father

When I was younger, I would have joined the jet

and his fish house. I didn’t know the poem was

skiers and made my own wild marks on the surface

about my father until after he’d passed away.

of the lake. And when I was forty, when almost all
of my poems were about the voice of God within

How Uncle Ned Prayed

the runes of nature, I would have cursed the jetters

Even on the coldest Sunday morning,

and their dominating technology. “Shut the hell

when cars refused the resurrection

up!” I might have yelled, also destroying the quiet.

of jumper cables,
and shivering bodies returned
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“Cut your damn engines and get a life!”
While the sun wrote in the sand with shadows

From Valhalla to My Father

of sugar maples, I was able to accept the noise of

give up. The paradox of the artistic life is like the

Valhalla. After all, resorts were made for families. I

paradox of all life, including the way of suffering

alone was alone among the huts. Shouts, giggles,

and healing: we do as much as we can while

splashes, and cheers of beach games erupted

knowing that God is doing it all.

from the shoreline, with neighbors adding their
lives to the festivities, including feasts on picnic

Sunset brings out the descent in everyone,

tables, stories, and more laughter.

and the families of Valhalla hushed, lowering

I felt like a member of the families at Valhalla.

themselves to the earth—on lawn chairs in the

I was not alone, although I kept to myself, filling

cooling grass, on beach towels and blankets—

up a solitary notebook with blue scribbles, my own

the young and old, Minnesotans and world

form of runes.

travelers, all became quiet as if preparing for a

I’d tried before to write symbolically about my

church service. I wrote it all down, knowing it

dad, including a failed attempt to use Dante’s

could never be scripture, but hoping the words

Paradiso as a metaphor to explain the journey

could be inspired enough to help me and my

of the father-son relationship. I ripped up the

father from Valhalla to Paradiso.

essay after one dark page. The images of the

I wrote: Within the hours of three years, or within

hospital, the death bed, and the cemetery were

the hours of all time measured by grief, there may

too dominant. I needed more time—years—for

be only a few moments that reveal the silent Word

the heavenly symbols to arise, to speak less in

that says it all: Love and Love and Love.

mortal terms (veiled with sin and tears) and allow

The sunset lake was like a stained-glass window

my father the blessing of myth. In the fluttering

reflecting the colorful heavens. A thunderous cloud

notebook of Valhalla, he was not old, sickly, or

like an icon floated between the glowing water

lame. He was forever young and wild, laughing

and the appearing galaxy, the enlarged head of

and adventurous.

a cumulous saint billowing like a catastrophe of

He was a warrior, in a good way, and he was with
me.

grace. Lightning could have struck out from his
eyes at any moment. And for a brief time, the saint

I’d been at war with words for long enough to

seemed to shift into an image of Thor, or like my

know that the only resort is surrender. Even with a

father when he was angry. Drifting over the blood-

meticulous writing schedule, giving specific hours

red surface of Darling Lake, the cloud burst into

to the craft, the pursuit of the sublime is usually

softness, stretching east and west as if claiming all

a realization that one cannot capture it. One can

space and becoming a translucent shroud of final,

merely work hard enough to be in a position to

beautiful, poetic light. ●
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Helen SHulman
“I strive to work in a way energized
by intuition and focused by thoughtfulness.”

You Can Tackle Anything You Put Your Mind To, 2012.
96 x 48 inches. Oil on 6 panels.

helenshulman.com
helen@helenshulman.com
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L INDA P EARLMAN K ARLSBERG

PAINTINGS
DRAWINGS
www.lindapearlmankarlsberg.com
(detail) Water Lilies V

Jacqueline D oyle a llison
— mixed media ar tist —

www.jacquelineallison.com
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Advertising Policy and Rates
Page Size

Ad Dimensions
(WxH) inches

One Issue

Two Issues

1/8 page

3.375 by 2

$45

$80

1/4 page

3.375 by 4.125

$90

$160

1/2 page

7 by 4.125

$180

$320

1/2 page

3.375 by 8.5

$180

$320

full page

7 by 8.5

$360

$640

constance culpepper
www.constanceculpepper.com
expressionist interiors and still lifes
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artists, art galleries, museums, art material suppliers, art educators,
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Her favorite color is blue. She says that blue is
associated with vastness; the skies are blue, the
oceans are blue.
~ Mahbod Seraji, Rooftops of Tehran
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Patrick J. Cicalo,,Earth and Sky.

Roy Money, Sunset Lake

